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Like many caring, thinking, involved citizens around the world, I turned my
attention on Wednesday to the rescue of the trapped miners stranded a
half mile below the earth in Copiapo, Chile. When I awoke in the morning,
reporters were eagerly describing the rescue of worker #10 from the San
Jose Mine. Long before I fell over in a heap somewhere, deep into my
evening stupor, all 33 miners had been pulled out of the safety
compartment that had been their home since August 2.  This is absolutely
the story of the year. For all of the garbage that humans have been witness
to this year (I’d name some examples, but I suspect that you’ve been alive
for at least that long and may have passed a TV), this is the one
redeeming, miraculous story that we’ll take from the time and tell people

where we were when it happened (“I don’t remember much, kids. My Acorn stair-chair had gotten
stuck halfway up the stairs around noon and I waited for someone to come home.”).

Now, being a man known for looking toward the cultural ramifications of any world event, I nearly
always see the end bi-product of even the most amazing news stories. Sadly, my thoughts upon
waking (out of stupor) on Thursday turned not to the miracle of the miners, but to the cinematic
quality of the story. Realistically, you and I both know that a Hollywood feature film is already in the
works. The American movie industry, after all, distilled all of the pain and horror of 9/11 into a
Nicholas Cage movie. The feel-good Christmas movie of 2012 will naturally be about the Copiapo
disaster. I’m not above writing the feel-good screen play, either. Here is a rough (i.e., not useful)
sketch for Miners! The Motion Picture.

The Mining Family Heroine: Angelina Jolie as brave, stoic Dolce Grabana.  Jolie needs
very few lines in Miners! She is in the film simply to smolder. Every moment where the script
flags, Jolie is called on to look into the camera archly. With a toss of her hair, we know that the
trapped miners will be fine.

Zach Galifianakis as…Zach Galifianakis: The man just looks like he has knowledge of
being trapped under something. Possibly a couch.

Playing The Part Of The Mine Would Be Wall Street: The movie would essentially be an
allegory on the failure of the American spirit.

Dramatic Ending: Captain Sullenberger successfully lands the mine in the middle of the
Hudson River.

Greedy Mine Boss: Jimmy Smits..

Blair Underwood as President Barack Obama.
Sally Field and Renee Zelwegger as The Wife and Girlfriend of Miner Yoni Barrios:
Phew! I imagine that after a day with that life he’s ready to take the first capsule back down. 

Well, it’s a start. Not necessarily a good one. I’m thrilled and thankful to God that all the miners made
it out alive and that the Chileans found a way to band together and get all 33 out. Man’s essential
humanity and basic urge to join with others came through and the steel capsule (hopefully) is done
forever. I’m off to watch How Green Was My Valley. Now there was a mining movie.
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